Lakes & Fells

~ Colours inspired by the Lake District ~

Collection

Dramatic mountain lake view - Wasdale, Lake District, UK.

A premium range of exterior, interior & anti-mould specialist coatings

Mountains reflected on the Lake District, Cumbria, UK.

“

The lake country is a

”

glorious region

Charlotte Bronte
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Inspiration & Innovation
Cumbria’s Lakes & Fells have a long and famous tradition of stirring human endeavour, art and literature. From
Beatrix Potter’s celebrated children’s stories illustrated with her exquisite drawings, to explorers and record
breakers such as Sir Chris Bonnington & Donald Campbell CBE, many have drawn inspiration from this unique,
sometimes harsh but always beautiful landscape.
Less well-known however are the many innovations in weather protection for outdoor clothing and buildings
that have been developed and perfected here. After all, storms can lash our coastline at any time of the year,
heavy rain swells our rivers and floods the valleys, while snow blankets the high fells in winter. It is the toughest of
nature’s proving grounds. Against this challenging back-drop Kingfisher has been developing and
manufacturing water resilient systems, paints, and coatings for over 30 years, adapting to constant changes in
our environment both natural and technological. So, when we decided the time had come to add greater colour
to our range of performance driven paints and coatings, we already knew that much of what we wanted to
communicate in tones and shade lay abundantly around us in the terrain, plants and animals of this
extraordinary place. The result is a palette that is at once contemporary but also timeless in origin. We hope that
you enjoy using our “Lakes & Fells Collection” as much as we have enjoyed creating it.
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Derwent Water, The Lake District, Cumbria, UK.

“

Oh the Lake District’s

”

lovely. Let’s go there

Dr Who
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Indoors & Outdoors
CLASSIC EMULSION
A carefully crafted “flat” interior finish with durable qualities which will enhance the walls and ceilings of your home in
varying light conditions. Our combination of bold and subtle natural tones have been imagined to blend seamlessly
with each other, leaving you free to create a harmonious look in either traditional spaces, or in open plan living, where
colour can provide effective separation or delineation within an overall design.

Anti-Mould

Black mould used to be a sign of a poorly maintained property but all that has changed in recent years. The push for
greater energy efficiency (double glazing, capped chimneys, insulation and high integrity door seals) is hermetically
sealing our homes, driving an epidemic of poor air quality and related problems such as condensation and mould.
Which now afflict even the best cared for buildings. Traditional anti-mould paints offer little protection from
condensation and are typically restricted in their colour range. In contrast our Thermapaint “Lakes & Fells” range offers
leading technical performance without compromising colour.

Our much loved micro-porous exterior coating remains as uncompromising in its formulation as it is outstanding in its
performance. Professionals simply love applying “Weatherflex” because it covers beautifully on a wide variety of brick,
stone and rendered substrates. “Weatherflex” was developed to complement our range of damp proofing products and
found early praise for controlling lateral penetrating damp walls. Available in the full range of “Lakes & Fells” colours, you
can have sophisticated colour and outstanding performance. Available in Smooth & Textured finishes.
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Brick Red

Cornfield
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Classic Emulsion
Luxury Interior Coatings

“Bring the outdoors in” with Kingfisher’s Classic Emulsion range and combine a flawless matt finish
with our rich, contemporary “Lakes & Fells” Collection.
As a small manufacturer we may not have a team of sophisticated designers to formulate “on trend”
colour palettes, but we are blessed to be located in one of the most inspiring landscapes to be found
anywhere. So, the colours were all there for us in four seasons and varying weather conditions.
All we had to do was look almost naively at the geology, water, sky, plants, and animals to capture
them. Perhaps it is not surprising therefore that these colours will blend and contrast as naturally in
your home as they do amongst the serene mountains and valleys they came from.

Coverage:		
Drying time:		
Application:		
Sizes:			
Colour:			

5 ~ 7 Square metres per litre
4 ~ 6 hours
Brush ~ roller ~ spray

~ Outstanding adhesion
~ Incredible durability
~ Breathable
~ 100% water based
~ Resists cracking, flaking & peeling

2.5 litre ~ 5 litre ~ 10 litre
Available in 72 choices

Luxury coatings for walls and ceilings

Grasmere Green

Ivory
Ivory

Hazel Dormouse

Hazel Dormouse
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Derwent Sky

Anti-Mould
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Thermapaint
Anti-Mould Coatings

No more re-decorating the same wall every few weeks! Kingfisher Thermapaint Anti-Mould is the long
term solution to mould infection; suppresses unsightly mould growth, improves air quality and
reduces condensation all in one.
It can even improve thermal efficiency. Perfect for those cold external walls in kitchens, bathrooms,
bedrooms, living rooms and more. Thermapaint Anti-Mould is an outstanding dual action formula
which incorporates both micro-sphere technology to raise surface temperature
(to reduce condensation) and our latest anti-mould chemistry to stop black mould re-growth.
Easy pre-treat with Kingfisher “Mould Cure” and simply apply low odour Thermapaint Anti-Mould like a
standard emulsion.
Coverage:		
Drying time:		
Application:		
Sizes:			
Colour:			

5 ~ 7 Square metres per litre
1 ~ 2 hours per coat
Brush ~ roller

75ml ~ 2.5 litre ~ 5 litre ~ 10 litre
Available in 72 choices

~ Dual action
~ Kills mould
~ Improves air quality
~ Reduces condenstion up to 96%
~ Prevents further infestation

Perfect mould prevention for kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms, living rooms and more.

Mould Cure - Black Mould Remover

Anti-Mould Paint Additive

~ Kills Black Mould
~ Easy application by sponge or cloth
~ For walls, ceilings, tiles & Grount
~ One bottle treats up to 25 sqm

~ Add to any emulsion paint
~ Stops black mould growth
~ Improves air quality
~ Treats up to 10L of paint
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Cornish Cream

Raven Black
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Weatherflex
Professional Exterior Coatings

From day one, Weatherflex had an emphasis on high performance and oddly our small scale made it
easier to stick firm to that ethos.
Whilst others worked on engineering costs out of their products to satisfy the demands of big chains,
we focused tirelessly on improving the performance of Weatherflex and marketing it direct to
customers who appreciated its qualities.
With no middleman to pay we had the luxury of creating a premium product with the best pigments
at a very competitive price and gradually our reputation grew. Weatherflex is now trusted in other
extreme environments far beyond the rainy fells that spawned it, having found favour in the Western
Isles, Orkney & Shetland islands.
Coverage:		
Drying time:		
Application:		
Sizes:			
Colour:			

8 ~ 10 Square metres per litre
4 ~ 6 hours
Brush ~ roller ~ spray

75ml ~ 2.5 litre ~ 5 litre ~ 10 litre
Available in 72 choices

~ Flexible
~ Incredible durability
~ Breathable
~ 100% waterproof
~ Guaranteed up to 15 years

Available in Smooth & Textured, Ideal for applications to brickwork, stone, masonry and
most rendered finishes
Pre-treatment Products
Biocidal -Wash (Moss & Mould Inhibitor)

Weatherflex Stabilising Solution

~ Remove mould, moss, algae and lichens
~ Deeply penetrating active biocide
~ Improves adhesion quality of decorative
coatings
~ 5 Litres makes 25 litres, treats up to 125 sqm

~ Paint straight after rendering
~ Binds & primes chalking
surfaces
~ Improve paint adhesion
~ Stabilise flaky residues
~ 5 Litres will cover 25 sqm
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Neutral ~ Fun ~ Promising
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Brilliant White / Helvellyn Winter White

Soft Cream

Snowdrop

Silverdale Sand

Warm White

Buttermere Beige

Patterdale Primrose

Sunlight

Cornish Cream

Cockle Sand

Magnolia

Buttercup

Warm ~ Vibrant ~ Distinctive

River Pearl

Helton Reed

Meadow Hay

Hazel Dormouse

Ivory

Meadow Brown

Barley

Acorn

Rams Horn

Terns Bill

Eskdale First Light

October Bracken
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Delicate ~ Daring ~ Bold
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Thrift Pink

Alpine Catchfly

Silver Birch

Plum

Ambleside Blossom

Wild Orchid

Soft Taupe

Brick Red

Bleabury Rock

Soft Mauve

Water Vole

Wild Poppy

Verdent ~ Nurturing ~ Organic

Apple Slice

High Fells Grass

Accent Green

Lichen Green

Heathlands

Cornfield

Grasmere Green

Olive

Willow Bud

Tarnside Emerald

Wild Sage

Whinlatter Forest
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Calming ~ Quiet ~ Cool
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Fell Stone

Pebble

Oyster Shell

Ullswater Frost

Goose Feather

Herdwick Fleece

Tarn Mist

Duck Egg

Bay Sand

Dark Ash

Icicle

Thirlmere Teal

Contemporary ~ Creative ~ Classical

Derwent Sky

Ocean

Borrowdale Stone

Bassenthwaite Grey

Lakeland Blue

Harebell

Ennerdale Stone

Coniston Slate Grey

Winter Sky

Storm

Heron

Raven Black
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Lakes & Fells
Collection

Neutral ~ Fun ~ Promising

Warm ~ Vibrant ~ Distinctive

Brilliant White / Helvellyn
Winter White

Buttermere Beige

Magnolia

River Pearl

Meadow Brown

Eskdale First Light

Thrift Pink

Wild Orchid

Water Vole

Warm White

Cockle Sand

Silverdale Sand

Ivory

Terns Bill

Hazel Dormouse

Ambleside Blossom

Soft Mauve

Plum

Cornish Cream

Snowdrop

Sunlight

Rams Horn

Meadow Hay

Acorn

Bleabury Rock

Silver Birch

Brick Red

Soft Cream

Patterdale Primrose

Buttercup

Helton Reed

Barley

Alpine Catchfly

Soft Taupe

Wild Poppy

Verdant ~ Nurturing ~ Organic
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Delicate ~ Daring ~ Bold

October Bracken

Calming ~ Quiet ~ Cool

Contemporary ~ Creative ~ Classical

Apple Slice

Cornfield

Wild Sage

Fell Stone

Herdwick Fleece

Icicle

Derwent Sky

Harebell

Heron

Heathlands

Tarnside Emerald

Lichen Green

Goose Feather

Dark Ash

Ullwater Frost

Lakeland Blue

Storm

Bassenthwaite Grey

Willow Bud

Accent Green

Olive

Bay Sand

Oyster Shell

Duck Egg

Winter Sky

Borrowdale Stone

Coniston Slate Grey

High Fells Grass

Grasmere Green

Pebble

Tarn Mist

Ocean

Ennerdale Stone

Whinlatter Forest

Thirlmere Teal

We have produced these colour swatches as accurately as printing will allow. Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee an exact colour match.

Raven Black

Wastwater. The Lake District, Cumbria, UK.

“

The loveliest spot that

”

man hath found

William Wordsworth
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The colours contained within this colour booklet are those
available in the Emulsion, Weatherflex and Thermapaint
range. We have produced this colour and finish booklet as
accurately as printing will allow. Unfortunately, we cannot
guarantee an exact colour match, and the colours

For product data sheets & safety data sheets please visit our website:

Please ensure you use a Kingfisher colour tester on the
actual surface to be painted before decorating., as the

www.kingfisheruk.com
Technical advice line:
Sales enquiries line:		

contained in this guide should not be relied on as such.

substrate (and texture) of the surface can change the
appearance of the final colour.

0141 353 6996
01229 869 100

Head office:
Kingfisher Building Products Limited, Cooper Lane, Ulverston, Cumbria. LA12 9RA.
Glasgow office:
Kingfisher Building Products Limited, 150 Shuna Street, Glasgow, Scotland. G20 9ES.

Anti-Mould

A premium range of exterior, interior & anti-mould specialist coatings
Panorama of Warnscale Bothy above Buttermere Valley, Lake District, England, UK

